
Technology Overview:
Making Ransomware History

The Problem

50% of companies have experienced a ransomware attack in the last two years. 

Ransomware is no longer considered a just a technical threat, but rather the 

largest single risk to any organization.

In 2021, in the US alone, the impact from ransomware attacks is estimated at $20 

billion dollars. Data exfiltration and exposure are now commonly part of the ransom 

demands to increase potential impact and likelihood of successful extortion.

Current solutions, while robust, do not fully protect against attacks because more 

ransomware developers are implementing advanced evasion techniques into these 

payloads. As a result, less current endpoint solutions cannot successfully identify 

and stop modern ransomware.

Our Solution

API-DRIVEN
Halcyon was built with a modern SOC in mind. Modern security infrastructure 

deploys multiple solutions and these are managed with multiple unique consoles, 

which equals more headaches. While we provide a SaaS web interface, we also 

designed our platform to integrate as much as possible with your existing stack.

AI AND ML 
Halcyon incorporates multiple machine learning engines and an industry-first AI 

implementation with the following key features: 

 · Collaborative decision making – each “neuron” in the network is aware of the 
others and provides weighted decisions to facilitate collaborative decisions 
on actions as a group. 

 · The ability to be trained, learn, and make highly accurate decisions with less 

data input than traditional convolutional neural network models.

MULTI-PHASED DETECTION  
Halcyon is designed to measure a binary over time in different ways to help drive 

decisions. Every analysis module flows data into a single decision engine for 

untrusted/unknown processes:

Pre-Execution ››› Anti-Detonation ››› Tripwires/Entrapment ››› Behavioral Engine 

››› Resiliency ››› Isolation (See Diagram 1 infographic continued on next page.)

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
These following systems are currently  

covered by Halcyon AI  protection:

 · Windows Server 2012+

 · Windows 10, 11 

FUTURE SUPPORT
These following systems are slated to be  

covered by Halcyon AI  protection in the 
near future:

 · Linux (Debian, Ubuntu)

 · MacOS (El Capitan+);

 · Windows XP, S2008, S2003 and 
other legacy OSs by request

THE HALCYON AGENT: 
The critical aspects of Halcyon AI 

solutions are:

 · Kernel driver

 · Unattended install

 · No reboot required

 · Lightweight endpoint agent < 25MB

 · Agent memory usage < 30MB 

ABOUT HALCYON
Halcyon was formed in 2021 

by a team of cyber industry 

veterans after battling a scourge 

of ransomware (and advanced 

threats) for years at some of the 

largest global security vendors. 

Comprised of leaders from 

Cylance, Optiv, and IBM, Halcyon 

is focused on building products 

and solutions for mid-market and 

enterprise customers.
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The Halcyon Platform 

Halcyon’s unique anti-ransomware platform is easy to deploy, doesn’t conflict with existing endpoint security solutions, and 

provides multiple, unique levels of protection against ransomware. Halcyon is the first platform to leverage AI and ML to 

specifically target the problem of ransomware.

For more information, please contact sales@halcyon.ai

Diagram 1: Pre-Execution ››› Anti-Detonation ››› Tripwires/Entrapment ››› Behavioral Engine ››› Resiliency ››› Isolation 


